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Agenda 

1. Elsevier overview  
 

2. Elsevier Research Intelligence portfolio 
 

3. SciVal overview 
 

4. What can SciVal do for you? 
 

5. Appendix 
• Pure overview 
• Analytical Services overview 
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Solutions that help professionals across industries make better 
decisions, get better results and be more productive 

Elsevier overview 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are part of Reed ElsevierElsevier is part of Reed Elsevier, which also includes LexisNexis Legal and Risk, Reed Business Information, and Reed Exhibitions, all of which share a common goal of using our ability to unlock the potential of content through technology. Each business has to understand its particular domain: Lexis Nexis Legal understands the practice of law. Lexis Nexis Risk understands the insurance industry. Reed Exhibitions understands marketing. Reed Business Information understands business segments and data. Elsevier’s domain expertise is in science, technology and health; in partnering with experts around the globe to fuel discovery, drive innovation and improve health care.
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Lead the way in advancing science, technology and health 

Galileo’s last and greatest 
work, published in 1638 by 

Elzevir, Discorsi e 
Dimostrazioni Matematiche 

Louis  
Pasteur 

(Chemistry) 

Alexander 
Fleming 

(Medicine)  

Albert 
Einstein 
(Physics) 

Craig C Mello   
(Medicine) 

John C. 
Mather     

(Physics) 

Francoise  
Barre-Sinoussi 

(Medicine) 

Shinya 
Yamanaka 
(Medicine) 

Marie Curie 
(Physics, 

Chemistry) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our customers are doing momentous things, and we are uniquely positioned to show our customers the ‘art of the possible’.��For more than 130 years we have shared their commitment to transforming and advancing science, health and technology. We understand the worlds in which clinicians, educators, and academic and corporate researchers work, the outcomes they want to achieve and the challenges they face in achieving them. (Pictures are some of the Nobel Laureates publishing in our journals).��We have a responsibility to use that understanding to create highly effective solutions that enable our customers to leverage the vast potential of information to advance science, health and technology in ways that they could not do alone, and to anticipate the new ways customers will want to use information in the future. That is what we mean by ‘leading the way’.��

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=RedirectURL&_method=gejLink&_linkType=general&_cdi=7051&_issn=00928674&_targetURL=http://www.cell.com&_acct=C000000593&_version=1&_userid=8303832&md5=da1c1a99039c471feb2bd41cedb43f74
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=RedirectURL&_method=gejLink&_linkType=general&_cdi=5289&_issn=00404020&_targetURL=http://www.elsevier.com/locate/issn/00404020&_acct=C000000593&_version=1&_userid=8303832&md5=19f9c8cce07ec6f654e09aab2d62e64e
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=RedirectURL&_method=gejLink&_linkType=general&_cdi=4886&_issn=01406736&_targetURL=http://www.elsevier.com/locate/issn/01406736&_acct=C000000593&_version=1&_userid=8303832&md5=0411951930bf2cbc1608bedcc4ae17bc
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Technology and Analytics 

= Improved Outcomes 
Content 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We serve the research, academic and clinical communities through the application of technology and analytics to content.Through research intelligence tools, analyzing data from our Scopus citations database, we provide institutional and government leaders with insight into research performance and competencies, helping them make smarter investment decisions.We improve how scientists, students, doctors and nurses teach and learn making them more efficient and effectiveProducts such as Clinical Key and Mendeley help researchers and professionals improve the way they interact with, share and apply information. 
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Elsevier Research 
Intelligence Portfolio 
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User needs addressed by Elsevier Research Intelligence 

Decisions 
on 

research 

• 7 million 
researchers 

• Emerging 
research nations 

• National and 
international 
collaboration 

• Research drives 
sustainable 
economic 
development 

• Grants requiring 
international 
collaboration 

Competitive 
research landscape 

Competitive 
behavior fuelled 

by 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The research landscape is becoming more and more competitive. This is driven by a few factors: The very high and growing number of researchers in the world – we estimate about 7 million researchers, and an increase of about 1% a yearThe emergence a new group of rapidly growing research nations – notably China, Brazil and India – that are catching up with the traditional research super powers – the United Kingdom, Japan, Germany, and of course the United States. The trend to increasingly look outside your research institution, even outside your country, to collaborate for expertise, equipment, and funding. This behavior is, of course, an inherent characteristic of research, but it is being fuelled even further by:The recognition that research has an important role to play in driving sustainable economic developmentFunders awarding grants that require international collaboration Imagine, then, how much more challenging it becomes for people who need to make policy decisions, to decide how to invest for the best return, and to account to funders for the money they have spent. Whereas these people have traditionally relied on expert opinion and peer review, they now want to supplement this information with hard-facts drawn from an evidence-base of data.
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Decisions by “triangulating” information 

Expert  
opinion 

Peer 
review 

Reliable 
data 

Your Scientists External Review 
Strategic 
Planning 

for 
Research  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The ideal situation is for these decision-makers to be able to base their conclusions on information from a combination, a triangle, of sources - expert opinion, peer review, and reliable data. If this “triangulation” of information gives 3 sources of input that all say the same thing, then you can be more certain that your decision is robust. If this triangulation gives pieces of input that are contradictory, then this is a good flag to indicate that it’s probably a good idea to spend a bit more time working out what is going on. ERI’s SciVal provides this evidence-base of reliable data.
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Elsevier Research Intelligence portfolio 

 

www.elsevier.com/research-intelligence 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SciVal is one part of the Elsevier Research Intelligence portfolio, through which we aim to provide you with the most holistic, integrated approach to using data as an input into their decision making. The portfolio serves 2 fundamentally different needs of research institutions:The first, SciVal, is for a broad and consistent view of all institutions to identify strengths and weakness by benchmarking  The second, Pure, is for a very deep view of an institution using a using a single, common and validated version of its own data that have been linked together from wherever they are held within the institutionWe offer 3 ways of providing the broad and consistent view to cater to the different ways that people like to interact with and digest information:SciVal, to gain comprehensive overview of the world’s research  at the institutional level and to interact with the information about institutions to conduct benchmarkingPure, which offers a range from a turnkey expertise profiling and research networking tool, to a fully integrated research information system to gain deep view of your own institution by unifying both internal and external data into a single platform,Analytical Services, for projects that require customized reports, and for those who want to use Scopus Custom Data in their own databases.In addition, we offer other complementary services such as Profile Refinement Services which improves the accuracy of publications assigned to each author, and the semantic Fingerprint Engine, which processes unstructured text and compiles a collection of weighted key concepts And we have custom solution aimed to support funding bodies as well.   We don’t anymore!

http://www.elsevier.com/research-intelligence
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SciVal overview 
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SciVal Spotlight and Strata – the first generation 

16 

Approach 

Framework 

Level 

Data 

Spotlight Strata 

Innovative Traditional 

Pre-defined structure, 
ready-to-go 

Flexible set-up, view and 
interrogation 

Overview / snapshot Detailed / granular 

Updated annually 
Institutions & countries 

Show only strengths 

Updated weekly 
Researchers & groups  

Show everything 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I would like to clarify how this new release of SciVal relates to tools that some of you may be familiar with – SciVal Spotlight and SciVal Strata, our previous institutional performance tools.Spotlight was launched in 2009 and Strata in 2011. They aimed to address the same kinds of needs as I have just outlined for the new SciVal, but the approach taken by each of these 2 tools was quite distinct. As you can see from the quite distinctive circle-and-bubbles screenshot, Spotlight is a very innovative way of looking at institutions and countries. The content is pre-defined, and gives you a high level overview of research strengths.Strata offers a much more traditional view, focused on researchers and groups of researchers. It is a blank slate that is very flexible so you can set it up according to your preferences, and it shows all data, not only those associated with research strengths. Spotlight and Strata did a lot of things well, but because of their different approaches it was very difficult for users to transport information from one to the other, and our users were very clear integration was critical. We took the positives from Spotlight and Strata, combined them with a lot of lessons we’ve learnt in the last few years, worked very closely with the global research sector, and the new generation SciVal is the result.
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SciVal in a nutshell 

17 

SciVal offers quick, easy access to the research performance of 220 nations and 
4,600 research institutions worldwide, and groups of institutions  

Visualize research 
performance 

Benchmark your 
progress 

Develop collaborative 
partnerships 

Ready-made-at a glance 
snapshots of any 
selected entity  

Flexibility to create and 
compare any research 
groups 

Identify and analyze 
existing and potential 
collaboration opportunities 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SciVal’s integrated modular platform allows you to configure, visualize and export information according to your specific institution’s needs and preferences, so that you can benchmark with meaning and accuracy to better understand your institution’s position relative to your peers, as well as global and domestic standards.
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The layers of SciVal 

18 

• Scopus data only  
• 1996 onwards 
• Weekly update 

Query around 75 trillion 
metric values 

Using advanced data analytics super-computer technology, SciVal allows 
you to instantly process an enormous amount of data to generate powerful 
data visualizations on-demand, in seconds. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Because SciVal uses advanced data analytics and super-computer technology, users can instantly configure and process enormous amounts of data, and generate on-demand data visualizationsrelevant to specific challenges.-SciVal consists of 3 modules: overview, benchmarking and collaboration – they are all underpinned by a common foundation, and are functionally integrated-Underlying data-source is Scopus, which has more than 30 million records (post 1996) from over 21,000 journals of more than 5000 publishers-SciVal is dynamic, as it is updated weekly with data from Scopus-SciVal uniquely makes use of HPCC super computing technology, to calculate the metrics in SciVal, and facilitates a fast user experience-users can select the metrics they want to use, to explore the entities of their choice. We ready made entities such as 4600 institutions, 223 countries but users can also create their own entities, such as researchers, groups of researchers, research areas.
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About Scopus® 
• The largest abstract and citation database of research 

information with over 53 million records 

• Updated daily, includes: 
• 21,000+ titles from more than 5,000 international 

publishers (independent review board) 

• 20,000+ peer-reviewed journals (including 2,800 
open access journals) 

• 367 trade publications 

• 421 book series 

• 30,000 books (75,000 by 2015) 

• 5.5 million conference papers 

• "Articles-in-Press" from more than 3,750 journals 
and publishers 

• Coverage of: 
• Life Sciences 
• Health Sciences 
• Physical Sciences 
• Social Sciences 
• Arts and Humanities 

• Cited Reference expansion of pre-1996 references 
(back to 1970 by 2016) 

• Independent journal metrics:  
• SNIP: The Source-Normalized Impact per Paper  

• SJR: The SCImago Journal Rank 

• Connectivity with ORCID 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Scopus covers more than 3,000 publications in the field of Arts & Humanities.Scopus covers approximately 5900 titles from North-America, 8400 from Europe and 2800 from Asia-Pacific and 800 from Latin-America and Africa.  Scopus.com is used by 2,300 customers with 85% of the top 25 universities worldwide. It had more than 3.5 million users in 2012. The average click through to full-text per month is 2.2M, with over 26M in 2012. SNIP: The Source-Normalized Impact per Paper corrects for differences in the frequency of citation across research fieldsSJR: The SCImago Journal Rank reflects prestige of source – value of weighted citations per documentThe Scopus database enable us to research bibliographic metrics as far back as 1996 (back to 1970 by 2016). This enables a thorough trend analysis, which can then be matched, for example, to economic metrics and policy changes to determine how the trends have come about and what are the likely trends in the coming years.In addition, Scopus provide unique linked data points between publications, authors and affiliations. Authors and affiliations are already disambiguated allowing great level of aggregation. This also allows easy integration with other data source such funding data in order to determine the relative impact of funding on research output.Also, the geographical breadth of Scopus ensures comprehensive coverage of research outputs and impact of research produced by countries in the comparator group.The article download metrics based on the large number of users in Scopus.com provide a new dimension into measuring research impact in different fields on areas such as education and industrial sector by indicating what articles are requesting now and therefore can be a leading (future) indication of citation behavior.Scopus content expansionCited Reference: Why? Make citation data for pre-1996 content more accurateWhat? Add cited references to Scopus indexed articles from pre-1996 going back to 1970When? 3-year project, complete by 2016; first content available Fall 2014Who? All major publishers from which a digital archive is availableBooks expansionWhat?All subject areas with focus on where books matter more (social sciences and A&H)Coverage back to 2005 (2003 for STM)When?Indexing started; 5,000 visible in-product as of September 201375,000 books over three years and 10,000 new books per year going forward (after 2015)Who?Publisher-level selection only
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What can SciVal do for you? 
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Benefits for a broad range of users 

21 

SciVal supports the needs of a broad range of institutional users by 
providing ready-made, at-a-glance snapshots for flexible, institution-
specific insight 

• 360 degree Performance Overview to inform 
strategic planning 

• Identify institution’s strengths and short-comings 

Vice chancellors of 
research 

 
• Create management-level reports 
• Accelerate institutional and cross-institutional 

collaboration 
• Support and win large grants 
• support and win large grants 

Research 
administrators 

• Evaluate researcher and team performance for 
recruitment and retention decisions 

• Model-test scenarios by creating virtual teams  
Department heads 

• Raise visibility and highlight achievements 
• Expand networks 
• Locate collaborators and mentors 

Researchers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Context matters, your Qs drive our tool!
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What are the questions addressed using SciVal? 

“I want to benchmark my institute, 
and my departments want to 
benchmark themselves. How can 
we all do this according to our 
different realities?” 

“How can we demonstrate 
excellence in a way that best shows 
our unique strengths to secure 
funding and attract students?” 

“My VC is going to China; who do 
our academics collaborate with 
there and how can we expand?” 

“I want to explore the various 
scenarios I’m considering to set up 
a centre of excellence. How can 
the data provide me with insights?” 
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23 

View the disciplinary focus of your institutions and your top researchers 

“How can we demonstrate excellence in a way that best shows 
our unique strengths to secure funding and attract students?” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Overview page provides at-a-glance, standardized reports to provide 360 degree performance overview of:4,600 institutions and groupsResearchers and groups220 Countries and groupsResearch areas and groups
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Look through different metrics to identify ones that 
demonstrates your institution’s research excellence 
 

24 

See how many of your publications fall into the top 1% and 10% of the 
most cited articles in the world 
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View Field-Weighted Citation Impact that normalizes citation behavior  
for differences in size, field and publication-type 

Look through different metrics to identify ones that 
demonstrates your institution’s research excellence 
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“I want to explore the various scenarios I’m considering to set 
up a centre of excellence. How can the data provide me with 
insights?” 

Test scenario by creating virtual teams and compare using multiple metrics 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Create virtual teams and compare using multiple metrics
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17 sets of metrics at your disposal 
 

27 

Productivity metrics 
Scholarly Output 
h-indices (h, g, m) 

Citation Impact metrics 
Citation Count 
Citations per Publication 
Cited Publications 
h-indices (h, g, m) 
Field-Weighted Citation Impact 
Publications in Top Percentiles 
Publications in Top Journal Percentiles 
Collaboration Impact (geographical) 
Academic-Corporate Collaboration Impact 

Disciplinarity metrics 
Journal count 
Journal category count 

Collaboration metrics 
Authorship Count 
Number of Citing Countries 
Collaboration (geographical) 
Academic-Corporate Collaboration 

Snowball Metric; www.snowballmetrics.com/metrics  

Slice and dice your data from multiple angles to identify your core strengths and 
weaknesses  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vision: Snowball Metrics enable global benchmarking by driving quality and efficiency across higher education’s research and enterprise (aka, economic development) activities, regardless of system and supplier

http://www.snowballmetrics.com/metrics
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SciVal Metrics Guidebook 

• Understanding metrics 
• Scopus as data source 
 

• Selection of appropriate 
metrics 

• What affects their values, 
besides performance? 

 
• For each metric 

• Situations in which they are 
useful 

• When to take care and how to 
address short-comings 

• Worked examples 

Available for *free* from http://bit.ly/scival_metrics_guide  

This comprehensive metrics guidebook is intended to be a straightforward, 
practical companion for you to find the right metrics to meet your objectives.  
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Drill into the Google map to identity your collaboration partners in China 

“My VC is going to China; who do our academics 
collaborate with there and how can we expand?” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Create virtual teams and compare using multiple metrics
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Identify existing and potential collaboration partners 
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Assess the activity level and identify researchers 
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“I want to benchmark my institute, and my departments want to 
benchmark themselves. How can we all do this according to our 
different realities?” 

SciVal provides an option to: 
 
1. create your own researcher 

groups (publication groups 
soon), or  

2. as an optional paid service, have 
pre-populated groups of 
researchers added to SciVal as 
your institution’s pre-defined 
entities. Elsevier will perform the 
manual refinement of researcher 
profiles to ensure appropriate 
matching of Scopus records to 
each identified researcher.  

You can easily benchmark departments and teams by pre-populating the 
organizational hierarchy in SciVal 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Create virtual teams and compare using multiple metrics
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SciVal - Solution to your strategic planning challenges 

Gain immediate access to view and analyze the world’s 
research to: 

• View the ready-made, at-a-glance snapshot of your 
research performance 

• Benchmark your performance against any set of 
peers.  

• Model test scenarios by creating virtual teams and 
newly emerging research areas… 

• Establish collaborative partnerships locally or 
globally 

• Track and monitor weekly to stay up-to-date with 
changes in the market 

 

www.elsevier.com/research-intelligence  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our new SciVal tool gives users a huge amount of flexibility to configure, visualize and export information according to whatever their personal needs and preferences are. It lets you look at the world of research in a way that makes sense to you, and you are not forced to view the world as someone else thinks you should be looking at it. That means that SciVal can be used to benchmark meaningfully against peers, as well as relative to global and domestic standards, and the information can be used to help answer all the different types of questions that you tell us you encounter, such as:Identifying research strengthsUncovering current collaborations and finding potential new partnersEnabling scenario modelling, and How to showcase strong performance to attract students, researchers and funding

http://www.elsevier.com/research-intelligence
http://www.elsevier.com/research-intelligence
http://www.elsevier.com/research-intelligence
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Pure: Comprehensive research information 
management 
Consolidate 
• Simplify research information management 
and reduce administrative overhead 
• Capture data across the world of research 
 
Validate 
• Certify your research information as validated 
and reliable 
 
Profile 
• Create rich researcher profiles and publication 
lists on the fly 
• Generate and share personalized CVs 
• Achieve precise, current, reliable researcher 
profile publication lists with minimal effort 
 
Report 
• Build and share reports tailored to uncover 
actionable insights 
• Streamline national assessment reporting 
(e.g. REF2014, BFI, ERA, SEP)  

Analyze 
• Track progress towards research milestones 
for groups and individuals 
• Identify subject experts through the Elsevier 
semantic Fingerprint Engine™ 
 
Monitor 
• Monitor your research grant life cycle and 
success rates 
 
Showcase 
• Pure’s portals promote accomplishments and 
facilitate collaboration through expertise 
profiling and research networking 

Pure combines internal systems, 
external data sources and legacy data 

into a single platform, providing a 
comprehensive view of your institution's 

research activities 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Released in 2003 by Atira, which was acquired by Elsevier in 2012Developed with university partnersCERIF based Current Research Information System (CRIS)81 Pure clients (39 universities) with over 50,000 profiled researchers combinedCountries that have currently have Pure implemented: England and Wales, Germany, Belgium, Scotland, Ireland, Sweden, Finland, DenmarkLanguages available: English, Welsh, German, Dutch, French, Swedish, Finnish, DanishClients include: King’s College London, York Univ, Bristol Univ, Queen’s Univ Belfast, Hannover Univ, Helskinki Univ, Copenhagen UnivPure has been successfully implemented at all customer locationsStandardized but flexible implementation with 100% success ratePowerful user group communitiesOngoing product development
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Pure Experts Portal 

Showcase and Discover Expertise: 
• Demonstrate researcher activities and 

accomplishments to attract potential 
collaborators 

• Discover more about the content 
written by other researchers 

• Identify other researchers' distinctive 
expertise and find potential partners 

• Facilitate collaborations by exposing 
publishing connections and make 
researchers' accomplishments readily 
discoverable 

Every researcher profile delivers a comprehensive list of publications, coauthor 
and institutional networks, a list of similar experts and a semantic index, or 
Fingerprint™ visualization, of the researcher's distinctive expertise 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pure allows you to combine your internal systems, external data sources and legacy data into a single platform, providing a comprehensive view on your institution's research activities. Utilizing this validated data, Pure provides unique expertise profiling and research networking capabilities, making it easier to find experts and form teams within your institution and across organizations.Identify other researchers' distinctive expertise and find potential partnersPowered by the Elsevier Fingerprint Engine™, Pure uses semantic technology and field-of-research specific vocabularies to help researchers identify their peers' expertise – down to the most precise terms.Search by concept or last name, or enter free text such as an abstract or funding opportunity, and the Experts Portal provides a targeted list of researchers within the institution who have authored articles related to the search criteria.From summer 2014, researchers can also form partnerships with experts at other institutions by searching across the Experts Portal Community, an international network of organizations that have adopted SciVal Experts, Pure Experts Portal, andDIRECT2experts, a network of additional research profile systems.Pure Experts Portal helps research managers, research administrators and research development professionals at your institutionFacilitate collaborations by exposing publishing connections and make researchers' accomplishments more discoverable��Pure Experts Portal makes it easy to demonstrate researchers' activities to the research community, government agencies, industry, media and the public.Facilitate cross-institutional collaborations, economic development initiatives and other external partnerships through your public Experts Portal.Connect and collaborate: Users can identify potential collaborators by accessing a list of researchers with expertise similar to the profiled researcher and via coauthor and institutional visualizations.The Pure Experts Portal helps researchers at your institutionDemonstrate researcher activities and accomplishments to attract potential collaborators��Every researcher profile delivers a comprehensive list of publications, coauthor and institutional networks, a list of similar experts and a semantic index, or Fingerprint™ visualization, of the researcher's distinctive expertise.Pure can integrate institutional content from systems such as HR, student administration, finance and award management which can be displayed in the Experts Portal*Individual users can also enter a variety of content including publications, intellectual property, teaching, press clippings, awards and honors, and professional informationIdentify a researcher's area of expertise through their unique, semantic Fingerprint and uncover related content linked to their semantic index of conceptsDiscover more about the content written by other researchersLink directly to comprehensive detail pages for all content published on the portal, including links through to the source articlesLearn more about the article's social media impact via integrated AltmetricsDiscover new research articles through related content and the full article Fingerprint
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Make more informed decisions related to 
funding allocations, research policies 
and strategies 
 

• Provides in-depth analyses in areas such 
as international comparative 
performance, ROI of funded projects, 
research excellence initiatives and 
research landscape studies 

 

• Offers flexibility to choose data sources, 
select the time period, and identify who to 
benchmark against (peers, country, 
region and world) 
 

• Select datasets from Scopus Custom 
Data to build an in-house database and 
perform your own analysis 

 
 

 
 

BIS Report: www.bis.gov.uk 

SciVal Analytics – Tailored data and report services for 
measuring research performance 

36 

http://www.bis.gov.uk/
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International Comparative 
Performance  
of UK Research Base, UK (BIS), 2011 & 
2013 

The Water & Food Nexus, 2012 
Stem Cell Research, 2013 

UK’s national Research Excellence 
Framework assessment program, 2014 

  

Science Europe report  
on European research  

collaboration and  
researcher mobility, 2013 

National Excellence 
in Research for 

Australia assessment 
program,  

2012 

Customized analysis and reports to measure research 
performance 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-SciVal Analytics supports decision making in various ways	-Providing customized services which enable for example funding bodies to perform their own research evaluation programs (e.g. Higher Education Funding Council of England REF 2014, and Australian Research Council ERA)	-Sophisticated comprehensive studies such as the BIS report provide data driven insights at a country level, spanning many subject areas	-Theme specific reports which look into, for example, world food and water research-This stem cell report is a report on a specific theme, it looks to understand the overall field as well as look at specific countries‘ contribution 
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For product info, please visit: www.elsevier.com/research-intelligence 

Thank you! 
 

http://www.elsevier.com/research-intelligence
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